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SAJ: Serbian Architectural Journal (ISSN 1821 - 3952, e-ISSN 2787-1908) is an international peer-reviewed journal, published in the English 
language, three times a year since 2009 by the Faculty of Architecture, the University of Belgrade. For more information about the journal, 
please follow this link. Please note that SAJ is an open-access journal indexed by SCIndeks, where all published papers are available for 
viewing, reading, and downloading in full text. Though primarily focusing on topics with a background in architecture, urbanism, and urban 
planning, the SAJ also welcomes interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary, and transdisciplinary research and submissions from various academic 
disciplines. To submit a paper, kindly go to our Author Guidelines page and follow the instructions provided. Alternatively, if you are familiar with 
the SAJ publication process, you can submit your paper directly through the Assistant publishing platform. If you do not feel comfortable using 
the platform, please submit your paper by emailing the Editorial office directly at saj@arh.bg.ac.rs.

For any questions, please do not hesitate to contact the Editorial Office at saj@arh.bg.ac.rs.

The issue is intended for regional networks of urban morphology, established within the framework of International seminar of 
Urban form (ISUF), but also for emerging networks within the field. Papers could be submitted both by individuals or group of 
authors. Papers will go through double blind peer-review process.

The special issue is a supporting activity of the ISUF 2023 conference and should provide a platform for disseminating regional 
perspectives on the Praxis of Urban morphology. Praxis is perceived as a process by which theory/idea is enacted, embodied 
and realized, especially in the thirtieth year of jubilee. It is planned for this special issue to be available in hard copy to all 
participants at the ISUF 2023 Conference.

Authors are expected to (1) provide insight into the context of urban morphology in specific country/language area/cultural 
space, (2) elaborate on intelectual heritage, chronologicaly and systamaticaly, (3) identification of periods/precedents/main 
topics/paradigms/inflenences, and (4) perspectives for further action, contemporary influences of the network, main 
challenges, etc.

Before submitting a full paper, please submit abstract with up to 250 words by sending it to email info@isuf2023.org
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